We release a cross-lingual wikification system for all languages in Wikipedia. Given a piece of text in any supported language, the system identifies names of people, locations, organizations, and grounds these names to the corresponding English Wikipedia entries. The system is based on two components: a cross-lingual named entity recognition (NER) model and a crosslingual mention grounding model. The cross-lingual NER model is a language-independent model which can extract named entity mentions in the text of any language in Wikipedia. The extracted mentions are then grounded to the English Wikipedia using the cross-lingual mention grounding model. The only resources required to train the proposed system are the multilingual Wikipedia dump and existing training data for English NER. The system is online at http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/demo_view/xl_wikifier
Motivation
Wikipedia has become an indispensable resource in knowledge acquisition and text understanding for both human beings and computers. The task of wikification or Entity Linking aims at disambiguating mentions (sub-strings) in text to the corresponding titles (entries) in Wikipedia. For English text, this problem has been studied extensively. (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007; Ratinov et al., 2011; Cheng and Roth, 2013) It also has been shown to be a valuable component of several natural language processing and information extraction tasks across different domains.
Recently, there has also been interest in the cross-lingual setting of Wikification: given a mention from a document written in a non-English language, the goal is to find the corresponding title in the English Wikipedia. This task is driven partly by the fact that a lot of information around the world may be written in a foreign language for which there are limited linguistic resources and, specifically, no English translation technology. Instead of translating the whole document to English, grounding the important entity mentions in the English Wikipedia may be a good solution that could better capture the key message of the text, especially if it can be reliably achieved with fewer resources than those needed to develop a translation system.
There are several language-specific Wikification systems but very few multilingual or cross-lingual systems. For instance, for English, there are Illinois Wikifier 1 and AIDA 2 . TagMe 3 supports Englsih, Italian, and German. RPI 4 developed systems for English, Spanish, and Chinese. However, even many widely spoken languages are not supported. Since these systems often use language-specific resources, it is hard to adapt these systems to a new language. The goal of the proposed system is to cover all 292 languages in Wikipedia and directly link mentions to the English Wikipedia titles using very little language-specific resource. That is, only using information in multilingual Wikipedia and some knowledge for tokenization, we are able to extract named entity mentions and ground them to the English Wikipedia for all languages in Wikipedia. 2 System Description Figure 1 shows the web interface of our system. The bottom part is its output. The extracted named entities (in blue) are hyperlinked to the corresponding English Wikipedia pages. If the cursor points to a mention (e.g., "Verenigde Staten"), the corresponding English title and the entity type will be shown.
Our system is based on two components that we proposed recently: a cross-lingual NER model and a cross-lingual mention grounding model . Figure 2 shows an overview of the system. Given some text in a non-English language, the cross-lingual NER model extracts named entity mentions and the cross-lingual mention grounding model finds the corresponding English Wikipedia titles for each mention.
Cross-Lingual Named Entity Recognition
We use the direct transfer NER model proposed in . This model can be trained on one or several languages, depending on the availability of training data, and can be applied to other Wikipedia languages without changing anything in the model. The key idea is that the cross-lingual mention grounding model (Section 2.2) generates good language-independent NER features for each word in any Wikipedia language. More specifically, by grounding all n-grams in the input text to the English Wikipedia, we can describe each word using a set of FreeBase types and Wikipedia categories. Since these FreeBase types and Wikipedia categories are always in English, the features extracted based on these types can be used across different languages.
The features used in our model include the standard lexical features, gazetteer features, and the features based on the cross-lingual mention grounding model. Note that as concluded in , we only use all features when the target language uses Latin script. Otherwise, only the languageindependent features (based on the cross-lingual mention grounding model) are active. The model is trained on the English training data from CoNLL 2003 shared task. Therefore it follows the named entity definitions of the shared task which use four entity types: PER, ORG, LOC, and MISC.
Note that we use white spaces and few common punctuations to tokenize the input text for most languages. For the languages which need special tokenization or word segmentation, we try to find publicly available tokenizers. Otherwise, we simply treat each character as a token. Table 2 : Evaluation of the cross-lingual mention grounding model on the Wikipedia dataset.
Cross-Lingual Mention Grounding
We adapt the model proposed in , which uses cross-lingual word and title embeddings to disambiguate the mentions extracted by the NER model to the English Wikipedia. The model consists of two steps:
Candidate Generation: The first step is to select a set of English title candidates for each foreign mention. The goal of this step is to produce a manageable number of candidates so that a more sophisticated algorithm can be applied to disambiguate them. This step is achieved by dictionaries built from the hyperlink structure and inter-language links in Wikipedia. That is, for each English title, we gather all possible strings in any language that can be used to refer to it. Note that the limitation of this procedure is that it only retrieves titles that are in the intersection of the English Wikipedia and the target language Wikipedia. That is, the English titles that are linked to some titles in the target language Wikipedia. For example, since Dan Roth does not have a page in the Chinese Wikipedia, this process will not generate Dan Roth's English Wikipedia page as a candidate when we see his name in Chinese. To overcome this limitation, we extend the candidate generation process with a transliteration model (Pasternack and Roth, 2009 ). The model is trained on the (target language name, English name) pairs obtained from the Wikipedia titles. If the original candidate generator fails to retrieve any candidate for a mention, we transliterate the mention into English and then query title candidates by this English transliteration.
Candidate Ranking: Given a mention and a set of English title candidates, we compute a score for each title which indicates how relevant the title is to the mention. We represent a pair of (mention, candidate) by a set of features which are various similarities between them. These features are computed based on cross-lingual word and title embeddings. We embed words and Wikipedia titles of English and the target language into the same semantic space. By representing the mention using several contextual clues, we can compute meaningful similarity between the mention and a English title using the cross-lingual embeddings. We train a linear ranking SVM model to combine these features for each language. The training examples are constructed from the hyperlinked phrases in Wikipedia articles.
Evaluation
Since our goal is to have broad coverage of languages, we try to evaluate our system on as many languages as possible. However, only a couple of languages have end-to-end wikification datasets that also follow the CoNLL named entity definitions. Therefore, we evaluate the two key components separately.
The cross-lingual NER model is evaluated on 8 lanugages and the results are shown in Table 3 : Performance of the cross-lingual mention grounding model on TAC 2015 Entity Linking diagnostic task (mentions are given as the input). The numbers are precision@1.
our system to two related work which also assume no training data for the target language, our system outperforms them on all 8 languages.
The cross-lingual mention grounding model is evaluated on the Wikipedia dataset of 12 languages created by . Results are listed in Table 2 . In this dataset, since at least one third of the query mentions cannot be solved by the most common title, the baseline that predicts the most common title has precision@1 at most 66.67 for each language. We can see that our system is much better than this baseline. Table 3 compares our system with the top systems participated in TAC 2015 Entity Linking diagnostic tasks. Our system achieves slightly better scores than the best systems of Spanish and Chinese.
Related Work
Besides the language-specific systems that we discussed in Section 1, Babelfy 6 has the most similar goals to our system. Babelfy grounds words and phrases of 271 languages to BabelNet, a multilingual encyclopedic constructed from multiple resources, including Wikipedia, WordNet, VerbNet, and so on. For each mention, it also provides the corresponding English entry if there is any linked to the grounded target language entry. Therefore Babelfy can be viewed as a cross-lingual grounding system. The main differences between our system and Babelfy are two folds. First, the target mentions are different. In our system, we focus on grounding named entities thus there is a multilingual named entity recognition module. Babelfy tries to disambiguate all linkable n-grams. For example, the string "president of United States" is linked to Wikipedia titles president of United States, United States, president, and United (Phoenix album), and the word "state" is linked to a sense in WordNet. From this example, we can see that grounding words inside a name entity may not be very useful. Second, Babelfy only grounds mentions to the entries in the target language, and shows the corresponding English entry if the English entry is linked to the target language entry. As discussed in Section 2.2, these inter-language links could be very sparse for many languages. Instead, our system uses a transliteration model to retrieve English candidates from the foreign mentions directly. Moreover, due to cross-lingual word and title embeddings, our ranking model can directly compute similarities between foreign mentions and English titles.
Conclusion and Future Work
We release Illinois Cross-Lingual Wikifier, a tool that extracts named entities for many languages, and also grounds the extracted entities to the English Wikipedia. The broad coverage of our system will help people and computers to understand text in many languages especially when machine translation technology is unavailable or unreliable.
There are various directions which one can pursue to improve our system. While the cross-lingual NER model covers many languages, its performance still can be improved significantly. One possible direction is to select a better or closer source language for each target language. Another is to incorporate target language specific knowledge into the model. For the cross-lingual mention grounding model, the candidate generation does not have good enough coverage for small languages. Currently we simply use an off-the-shelf transliteration model to retrieve possible English titles. While this works well for people's names, many organization and location names need to be translated instead of transliterated.
